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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) system, and more particularly
to a random beamforming method for the MIMO system.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Next-generation mobile communication (4G) requires a significantly higher transmission rate than that of third-
generation mobile communication (3G). To satisfy the required transmission rate, both a base station at a transmitting
side and a terminal at a receiving side may utilize a Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) system adopting multiple
antennas.
[0003] The MIMO system is a communication system for transmitting and receiving data using multiple transmit and
receive antennas, and divides a MIMO channel formed by the transmit and receive antennas into a plurality of independent
spatial channels. Each spatial channel is mapped to one dimension. When additional dimensions generated by the
multiple transmit and receive antennas are exploited, the performance of the MIMO system is further improved.
[0004] Using the MIMO system, data transmission schemes can be a Spatial Multiplexing (SM) scheme for transmitting
data at a high rate without increasing a system bandwidth by simultaneously transmitting different data using multiple
antennas at the transmitting and receiving sides and a Spatial Diversity (SD) scheme for transmitting identical data
through multiple transmit antennas and obtaining a transmit diversity gain.
[0005] The MIMO transmission scheme can be divided into an open-loop scheme and a closed-loop scheme according
to the use of channel gain information at the transmitting side. Because the transmitting side does not need channel
information in the open-loop scheme, it can be easily implemented and does not perform a channel information feedback
process. Open-loop transmission schemes include a well-known Space-Time Block Code (STBC) scheme, a spatial
multiplexing scheme based on Vertical Bell Labs LAyered Space-Time (VBLAST) decoding, etc. On the other hand, the
closed-loop scheme employs channel information fed back from the receiving side and provides better throughput if the
channel information is correct. However, because an amount of channel information may increase to provide a feedback
of the correct channel information, the amount of feedback information and the system throughput have a trade-off relation.
[0006] A random beamforming technique is a transmission scheme in which multi-user diversity and scheduling are
combined. Theoretically assuming that an infinite number of users are present within a cell, the performance of complete
closed-loop beamforming can be provided using only a small amount of feedback information.
[0007] In the random beamforming technique, the transmitting side does not need channel information and performs
beamforming with a randomly generated weight. Receiving sides notify the transmitting side of their Signal to Interference
plus Noise Ratios (SINRs) or allowable transmission rates based thereon using only a limited amount of feedback
information. The transmitting side allocates a channel to the receiving side with the highest SINR (or transmission rate)
in the current weight. Under a fast fading environment with fast channel variations, channels may be evenly allocated
to many users. However, there is a problem in fairness if a weight is fixed under a slow fading environment with slow
channel variations. In this case, if a weight can be newly changed to an arbitrary value at a short time interval, the effect
of fast channel variations can be obtained and the fairness between multiple users can be improved. The beamforming
technique can be exploited in combination with a scheduling algorithm such as proportional fairness scheduling that
simultaneously considers efficiency and fairness by referring to an amount of currently received data, and first allocating
a channel to a user with a small amount of received data rather than a user with a large amount of received data, as
compared with a channel allocation method using only a momentarily varying SINR.
[0008] The beamforming technique is a method for obtaining a transmit diversity gain using multiple antennas at a
transmitting side. Recently, research has been being conducted on the random beamforming technique for the MIMO
system adopting multiple antennas also at a receiving side.
[0009] FIG. 1 schematically illustrates a structure of a communication system to which a multi-antenna random beam-
forming technique is applied. In FIG. 1, terminals also have at least two antennas, respectively. The conventional multi-
antenna random beamforming technique aims at performance approximating that of Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) multiplexing capable of maximizing a channel capacity of a single-user MIMO system. For this, the multi-antenna
random beamforming technique exploits both multi-user diversity and receive diversity on the basis of multiple antennas
of the terminals.
[0010] In FIG. 1, a base station 101 generates an arbitrary weight vector V0, multiplies V0, by an input signal vector
x, and transmits V0 x through multiple transmit antennas.
[0011] Among a plurality of terminals 103, 105, and 107, an arbitrary k -th terminal receives a signal based on a channel
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matrix Hk. At this time, it is assumed that the terminal exactly knows the channel matrix. To exploit the well-known SVD
multiplexing capable of obtaining a high channel capacity, SVD of the channel matrix Hk is taken and a matrix Uk
configured by left singular vectors is computed and multiplied by the received signal. Thus, the received signal can be
expressed as shown in Equation (1), where nk is the additive Gaussian noise vector.. 

[0012] If the number of linked terminals is sufficiently large, the probability in which a terminal with Vk significantly

similar to V0 is present increases. Due to  the effect of SVD multiplexing can be obtained. In this case,

the channel capacity can be further increased when a water-filling algorithm is applied.
[0013] The terminal computes SINRs of respective data symbols, performs conversion to a total transmission rate at
which transmission is possible, and  transmits information to the base station through a limited feedback channel. At
this time, the total transmission rate is expressed as shown in Equation (2) where Γki

 is an SINR of an i -th symbol xi
computed in the k -th terminal. 

[0014] The base station allocates all channels to an  terminal and repeats the above-described

procedure after a predetermined time elapses.
[0015] However, if the number of linked terminals in a cell is infinite in the conventional random beamforming method,
a terminal with Vk close to V0 is present. Because it is difficult that Vk and V0 exactly match in a limited number of users,

 That is, self-interference occurs when x is recovered. Assuming that every terminal uses two receive

antenna, x will be a 2x1 vector. At this time, the SINR of xl is given as shown in Equation (3). 

[0016] In Equation (3), E, is the average symbol energy of x and No is the noise spectral density.

[0017] Because  of Equation (3) acts as interference, performance degradation occurs.

[0018] Because the conventional random beamforming method must allocate all  independent channels to one terminal,
the probability in which one arbitrary terminal with the best combination of channels is present is very low when good
and bad channels are evenly mixed for every terminal. Thus, it may not be expected that the base station can always
transmit data at the best transmission rate. The base station needs to improve transmission efficiency by dividing and
allocating channels for multiple users.
[0019] The publication of Chan-Soo Hwang et al, titled "A random beamforming technique in MIMO systems exploiting
multiuser diversity", New frontiers in Telecommunication: 2003 IEEE International Conference on Communication; ICC
2003; 11 to 15 May 2003, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, IEEE Operations Center, Piscataway, NJ, vol. 5, dated 11 May
2003, pages 3225 to 3229, DOI: 10.1109/ICC.2003.1204031, ISBN: 978-0-7803-7802-5 refers to a random beam forming
technique in MIMO systems exploiting multi-user diversity. For achieving multi-user diversity, it is assumed that channels
in a cell have time varying independent fading and each user has different fading channels such, that a multi-user
diversity method using simple scheduling methods is performed in that a base station chooses a user who has the best
channel with the highest SNR among other users in a cell. In this way, the base station always links to a user who has
the best channel environment. By choosing the user having the best channel conditions, the base station may not
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guarantee the QoS to a certain user who requires a link for a lengthy period of time. In this case, a proportional fair
scheduling algorithm is adopted and allocates the channel resource to the user who has the maximum ratio of the
requested data rate to the average throughput. The requested data rate is the feedback information of the general quality
of user k in time slot t, i.e. it is the maximum data rate that the channel of user k can support. Using the proportional fair
algorithm, the user with the statistically better channel will have a higher average throughput. However, the user having
the worst channel conditions still has the chance to occupy the channel resources.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0020] It is the object of the present invention to provide a random beamforming method that can improve system
throughput by removing said interference occurring at the time of using a conventional random beamforming scheme.
[0021] This object is solved by the subject matter of the independent claim.
[0022] Preferred embodiments are defined by the dependent claims.
[0023] It is an aspect of the present invention to provide a random beamforming method that can improve fairness
and efficiency of resource allocation by simultaneously allocating different channels to multiple terminals and can increase
a total system capacity through the improved fairness and efficiency.
[0024] The above object and aspect of the present invention can be achieved by a transmission method for a com-
munication system with a base station for transmitting a signal using two transmit antennas and a plurality of mobile
stations for receiving the signal using two receive antennas, including receiving feedback information which includes
channel-by-channel transmission rates from the plurality of mobile stations; comparing transmission rates of identical
channels received from the plurality of mobile stations; allocating an associated  channel to a mobile station with a largest
transmission rate; and transmitting a signal through the allocated channel.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] The above and other objects and aspects of the present invention will be more clearly understood from the
following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 schematically illustrates a communication system to which a multi-antenna random beamforming technique
is applied;
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a channel allocation in a random beamforming method in accordance with the present
invention;
FIG. 3 is a graph illustrating throughput simulation results between the random beamforming method of the present
invention and a conventional random beamforming method;
FIG. 4 is a graph illustrating average waiting times of a specific terminal in the random beamforming method of the
present invention and the conventional random beamforming method; and
FIG. 5 is a graph illustrating average throughput comparison results between all terminals when the random beam-
forming method of the present invention and the conventional random beamforming method are applied.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0026] A random beamforming method in accordance with the present invention will be described in detail herein
below with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0027] For Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) multiplexing, the conventional multi-antenna random beamforming
technique exploits multiple receive antennas of a terminal. However, the random beamforming method of the present
invention exploits multiple receive antennas for interference cancellation through interference signal nulling.
[0028] In the random beamforming method of the present invention, a base station generates an arbitrary weight
vector V0, and transmits a signal V0 x obtained by multiplying V0 by a vector x constructed by information bits.
[0029] Assuming that a terminal exactly knows a channel matrix Hk, a k -th terminal receives a signal through a channel
based on Hk. Thus, the terminal computes a Minimum Mean-Square Error (MMSE) filter of the channel matrix Hk
expressed as shown in Equation (4). 
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[0030] When the MMSE filter is computed, the terminal multiplies the received signal by the MMSE filter, thereby
detecting a transmitted signal. The detected transmitted signal is expressed as shown in Equation (5). 

[0031] In Equation (5), Ak = GkHkV0.
[0032] In this case, the maximum Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) can be derived from the received
signal obtained through MMSE nulling.
[0033] The terminal computes an SINR of each data symbol, computes a transmission rate of each channel from the
computed SINR, and transmits a value of the computed transmission rate as limited feedback information to the base
station.
[0034] The SINR Γkl of a first symbol xl computed in a k -th terminal is expressed as shown in Equation (6) (where the
number of receive antennas is two). 

[0035] In Equation (6), Ak = GkHkV0.
[0036] Feedback information transmitted from each terminal to the base station is a transmission rate at which trans-
mission is possible according to each independent channel. When two antennas are used, feedback information of the
respective antennas is defmed as shown in Equations (7) and (8). 

[0037] The base station allocates an i -th channel of a plurality of independent channels to an 

terminal. As described above, a sum of all transmission rates can be expressed as shown in Equation (9) when the
channels are independently allocated. 

[0038] In accordance with the present invention, the random beamforming method can independently consider spatial
channels because self-interference components can be removed.
[0039] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a channel allocation in a random beamforming method in accordance with the
present invention. In this embodiment, an example in which each terminal receives a signal using two receive antennas
will be described. Two channels allocated to the terminal are classified as a grid-pattern pipe and a dot-pattern pipe. A
channel gain is expressed as a pipe thickness. For convenience of explanation, the grid-pattern pipe is referred to as
the first channel and the dot-pattern pipe is referred to as the second channel.
[0040] In FIG. 2, a base station 200 can detect that a sum of gains of the first and second channels for a first terminal
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201 among first to fourth terminals 201, 202, 203, and 204 is largest. When the channel allocation is performed according
to  the conventional multi-antenna random beamforming technique, both of the two channels are allocated to the first
terminal. However, when only gain values of the second channels are compared, it can be seen that the second-channel
gain value of the second terminal 202 is larger than that of the first terminal 201.
[0041] Because an associated channel is allocated to a terminal with the largest gain for each channel in the random
beamforming method of the present invention, the first channel is allocated to the first terminal and the second channel
is allocated to the second terminal. The random beamforming method compares channel-by-channel gains of the ter-
minals, and allocates an associated channel to a terminal with the largest gain, thereby efficiently allocating resources.
[0042] FIG. 3 is a graph illustrating throughput simulation results between the random beamforming method of the
present invention and the conventional random beamforming method. Specifically, FIG. 3 illustrates throughput curves
of a specific terminal with respect to the number of users when average received Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNRs) are 0
dB, 10 dB, and 20 dB. The throughput curve of the random beamforming method based on the conventional SVD
multiplexing is indicated by the solid line, and the throughput curve of the proposed random beamforming method is
indicated by the dashed line. The dotted line indicates the throughput upper bound of the random beamforming method
based on SVD multiplexing under an assumption that a transmitting side exactly knows the channels.
[0043] As illustrated in FIG. 3, it can be seen that throughput is improved as the number of users increases. This is
because characteristics of the random  beamforming technology become close to those of a closed loop, as the number
of users becomes larger. Moreover, it can be seen that the throughput curve of the proposed random beamforming
technique is higher than the upper bound of the random beamforming method based on the conventional SVD multi-
plexing. This is because the proposed random beamforming method has a higher degree of freedom than the conventional
random beamforming method for allocating all available channels to one terminal.
[0044] Next, a throughput difference according to an SNR will be described. Because noise increases at a low SNR,
the effect of self-interference is relatively small. It can be seen that a throughput difference between the conventional
random beamforming method and the proposed random beamforming method is not large, but the proposed random
beamforming method based on interference nulling outperforms the conventional random beamforming method as an
SNR increases.
[0045] FIG. 4 is a graph illustrating average waiting times of a specific terminal in the random beamforming method
of the present invention and the conventional random beamforming method. For simulation, a base station with two
antennas allocated channels to terminals using two receive antennas has through a proportional fairness scheduling
algorithm in a slow fading environment. In FIG. 4, the solid line indicates an average waiting time curve of the conventional
beamforming method and the dashed line indicates an average waiting time curve of the proposed beamforming method.
[0046] As illustrated in FIG 4, it can be seen that the average waiting time of the proposed random beamforming
method is reduced by approximately © of the average waiting time of the conventional random beamforming method.
In the  proposed random beamforming method, the average waiting time is reduced to 1/n when the number of antennas
of the terminal, n, increases. Because the proposed random beamforming method fairly allocates resources to many
terminals and reduces a waiting time even when data is not simultaneously transmitted at a high transmission rate,
fairness for the terminals can increase and Quality of Service (QoS) can be guaranteed. In other words, the proposed
random beamforming method improves both efficiency and fairness in terms of the overall system.
[0047] FIG. 5 is a graph illustrating average throughput comparison results between all terminals when the random
beamforming method of the present invention and the conventional random beamforming method are applied. The
results illustrated in FIG. 5 are similar to those illustrated in FIG. 3.
[0048] As described above, the random beamforming method of the present invention removes the effect of self-
interference occurring at the time of using the conventional random beamforming method through an MMSE filter, thereby
improving the reliability of signal detection.
[0049] Moreover, the random beamforming method of the present invention can improve fairness and efficiency of a
resource allocation by simultaneously allocating different channels to multiple terminals and can increase a total system
capacity through the improved fairness and efficiency.

Claims

1. A transmission method based on random beamforming in a communication system with a base station (200) for
transmitting a signal using at least two transmit antennas and a plurality of mobile stations (201, 202, 203, 204) for
receiving the signal using at least two receive antennas, the method comprising the steps of:

receiving information about channel-by-channel transmission rates from the plurality of mobile stations (201,
202, 203, 204);
allocating resources of different channels to at least two mobile stations (201, 202, 203, 204) on a basis of the
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received transmission rates during a unit time; and
transmitting a signal through allocated resources based on random beamforming,
wherein the random beamforming is a transmission scheme in which multi-user diversity and scheduling are
combined,
wherein the signal is multiplied by an arbitrary weight vector prior to transmission, and
wherein the transmission rates are computed using a Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio, SINR, and the
SINR is computed using a parameter representing a Minimum Mean-Square Error, MMSE, filter of each of the
mobile stations, a weight vector, arbitrarily generated from the base stationmultiplied by a transmission vector
and a channel matrix.

2. The transmission method according to claim 1 , wherein the step of allocating the resources comprises:

comparing the transmission rates of channels in feedback information received from the plurality of mobile
stations; and
allocating associated channel resources to a mobile station with a largest transmission rate.

3. The transmission method of claim 1, wherein the received information are feedback information comprising said
channel-by-channel transmission rates from the plurality of mobile stations; and wherein the step of allocating
comprises comparing the transmission rates of identical channels received from the plurality of mobile stations; and
allocating an associated channel to a mobile station with a largest transmission rate.

4. The transmission method of claim 1 or claim 3, wherein the transmission rates are computed by: 

where Γkt is a Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio, SINR, of a symbol x received by a k -th mobile station through
an i -th channel.

5. The transmission method of claim 3 or 4, wherein the SINR is computed by: 

where Ak, = GkHkV0, Gk is a Minimum Mean-Square Error, MMSE, filter of a k - th mobile station,

 V0 is a weight vector, arbitrarily generated from the base sta-

tion, multiplied by a transmission vector x, and Hk, is a channel matrix, Es is the average symbol energy of x and

No is the noise spectral density.

Patentansprüche

1. Sendeverfahren auf der Basis zufälliger Strahlformung in einem Kommunikationssystem mit einer Basisstation (200)
zum Senden eines Signals unter Verwendung wenigstens zweier Sendeantennen und einer Vielzahl von Mobilsta-
tionen (201, 202, 203, 204) zum Empfangen des Signals unter Verwendung wenigstens zweier Empfangsantennen,
wobei das Verfahren folgende Schritte umfasst:

Empfangen von Informationen über Kanal-für-Kanal-Senderaten von der Vielzahl von Mobilstationen (201, 202,
203, 204);
Zuteilen von Ressourcen unterschiedlicher Kanäle zu wenigstens zwei Mobilstationen (201, 202, 203, 204) auf
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einer Basis der empfangenen Senderaten während einer Einheitszeit; und
Senden eines Signals durch zugeteilte Ressourcen auf der Basis zufälliger Strahlformung,
wobei die zufällige Strahlformung ein Sendeschema ist, bei dem Mehrbenutzer-Diversität und Zeitplanung
kombiniert werden,
das Signal mit einem willkürlichen Gewichtungsvektor vor dem Senden multipliziert wird, und
die Senderaten mit Hilfe eines Signal-zu-Interferenz-plus-Rausch-Abstandes, SINR, berechnet werden und der
SINR mit Hilfe eines Parameters, der ein Filter eines minimalen mittleren quadratischen Fehlers, MMSE, jeder
der Mobilstationen repräsentiert, eines Gewichtungsvektors, der willkürlich von der Basisstation erzeugt wird
und mit einem Sendevektor multipliziert wird, und einer Kanalmatrix berechnet wird.

2. Sendeverfahren nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der Schritt des Zuteilens der Ressourcen umfasst:

Vergleichen der Senderaten von Kanälen in Rückmeldeinformationen, die von der Vielzahl von Mobilstationen
empfangen werden; und
Zuteilen zugeordneter Kanalressourcen zu einer Mobilstation mit einer größten Senderate.

3. Sendeverfahren nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die empfangenen Informationen Rückmeldeinformationen sind, die die
Kanal-für-Kanal-Senderaten von der Vielzahl von  Mobilstationen umfassen, und der Schritt des Zuteilens das
Vergleichen der Senderaten identischer Kanäle, die von der Vielzahl von Mobilstationen empfangen werden, und
das Zuteilen eines zugeordneten Kanals zu einer Mobilstation mit einer größten Senderate umfasst.

4. Sendeverfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 3, bei dem die Senderaten berechnet werden durch: 

wobei Γki ein Signal-zu-Interferenz-plus-Rausch-Abstand, SINR, eines Symbols x ist, das von einer k-ten Mobilstation
durch einen i-ten Kanal empfangen wird.

5. Sendeverfahren nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, bei dem SINR berechnet wird durch: 

wobei Ak = GkHkV0, Gk ein Filter eines minimalen, mittleren quadratischen Fehlers, MMSE, einer k-ten Mobilstation

ist,  V0 ein Gewichtungsvektor ist, der willkürlich von der Ba-

sisstation erzeugt wird und mit einem Sendevektor x multipliziert wird, und Hk eine Kanalmatrix, Es, die durchschnitt-

liche Symbolenergie von x und No die Rauschspektraldichte ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de transmission basé sur une génération de faisceau aléatoire dans un système de communication avec
une station de base (200) pour transmettre un signal en utilisant au moins deux antennes de transmission et une
pluralité de stations mobiles (201, 202, 203, 204) pour recevoir le signal en utilisant au moins deux antennes de
réception, le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

recevoir des informations concernant des vitesses de transmission voie par voie depuis la pluralité de stations
mobiles (201, 202, 203, 204) ;
allouer des ressources de voie différentes à au moins deux stations mobiles (201, 202, 203, 204) en se basant
sur les vitesses de transmission reçues pendant une unité de temps ; et
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transmettre un signal par l’intermédiaire de ressources allouées en se basant sur la génération de faisceau
aléatoire,
dans lequel la génération de faisceau aléatoire est un aménagement de transmission dans lequel une diversité
multiutilisateur et une planification sont combinées,
dans lequel le signal est multiplié par un vecteur de poids arbitraire avant la transmission, et
dans lequel les vitesses de transmission sont calculées en utilisant un rapport signal sur interférence plus bruit,
SINR, et le SINR est calculé en utilisant un paramètre représentant un filtre d’erreur quadratique moyenne
minimale, MMSE, de chacune des  stations mobiles, un vecteur de poids, généré arbitrairement par la station
de base, multiplié par un vecteur de transmission et une matrice de voies.

2. Procédé de transmission selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape d’allocation de ressources comprend :

la comparaison des vitesses de transmission des voies dans des informations de rétroaction reçues depuis la
pluralité de stations mobiles ; et
l’allocation de ressources de voies associées à une station mobile ayant la vitesse de transmission la plus grande.

3. Procédé de transmission selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les informations reçues sont des informations de
rétroaction comprenant lesdites vitesses de transmission voie par voie provenant de la pluralité de stations mobiles ;
et dans lequel l’étape d’allocation comprend la comparaison des vitesses de transmission de voies identiques reçues
depuis la pluralité de stations mobiles ; et l’allocation d’une voie associée à une station mobile avec la vitesse de
transmission la plus grande.

4. Procédé de transmission selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 3, dans lequel les vitesses de transmission
sont calculées au moyen de la formule suivants : 

où Γki
 est le rapport signal sur interférence plus bruit, SINR, d’un symbole x reçu par la k-ème station mobile par

l’intermédiaire de la i-ème voie.

5. Procédé de transmission selon la revendication 3 ou 4, dans lequel le SINR est calculé au moyen de la formule
suivants : 

où Ak = GkHkV0, Gk est le filtre d’erreur quadratique moyenne minimale, MMSE, de la k-ème station mobile,

 V0 est un vecteur de poids, généré arbitrairement par la station

de base, multiplié par un vecteur de transmission x, et Hk est une matrice de voies, Ex est l’énergie moyenne par

symbole de x, et N0 est la densité spectrale de bruit.
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